
Checklist 2 - Abbreviations and Statistics

Project

Name:

Date:

When you are promoting products as an affiliate you will find a number of  abbreviations

and statistics that you may not understand.

However, it’s important that you understand what these mean before you start promoting

as they will help you find the best products to promote which can help save you a lot of

time and money. Once you are sure you understand each, check them off  on the list

below.

Types of  affiliate marketing Yes No

1 CPA - Cost Per Action

This is when you’re paid for someone taken action such as filling in a

form or making a phone call.

2 CPS - Commission Per Sale

This is when you earn a commission for every sale you make.

3 CPL- Commission Per Lead

This is when you are paid a set amount for each new lead/email sign up

you generate.

Statistics Yes No

4 EPC – Earnings Per Click
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Earnings per click is calculated by taking the total earnings you have

generated over a period, and then dividing that by the number of  clicks

you have generated for that same period.

For example;

If  you send 100 clicks to an offer

And you earn $100 dollars in total

Your earnings per click equals $1

5 Conversion Rate

This can be calculated by dividing the number of  conversions by the

number of  clicks.

For example, if  you had 50 conversions from 1,000 clicks, then your

conversion rate would be 5%, since 50 ÷ 1,000 = 5%.

6 Commission Rate

This is the percentage of  each sale that you will earn as a commission.

For example, if  a product is priced at $100 and you earn 50%

commissions then you’ll receive $50 for every sale you make.

7 Grav or Pulse

The Gravity or Pulse score is an approximate indication of  how many

affiliates have successfully promoted this product and is a sign that it’s

converting well. The higher the number the better.

8 Initial $ sale

This is the average $ amount you would receive from an initial sale

alone.
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9 Avg $ sale

This is the average $ amount you would receive which includes the

initial and rebill sale.

10 Avg Rebill Total

This is the average $ amount you would receive in recurring payments

after the initial sale. Usually each month.

11 Avg % sale

This is the percentage you will receive in commissions from the initial

sale.

12 Avg % rebill

This is the percentage you will receive in commissions for recurring

payments. i.e How much you will receive each month from a single sale

for as long as that customer remains a member and pays their

subscription each month.

13 Visitor Value

Visitor Value is the average return for sending a prospect to the

vendor's sales page.

For example, if  a product offers $100 commissions, then an affiliate

would have to send 100 visitors to make a sale and on average the

visitor value for that product would be $1.
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14 Refund Rate

This is the percentage of  customers that have requested a refund after

purchasing the product. The lower this number is then better.
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